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Book Descriptions:

candyland game instruction manual

Play proceeds as the players draw colored cards, then move to the next square that shares that
color. Candyland is a colorful board with gingerbread man playing tokens that appeals to young
children. Candyland does not require any reading for play. Candyland was invented by Eleanor
Abbott who was recovering from polio.The rules below are some of the exact directions that came in
the original packaging.All submissions will be reviewed within 24 hours. Some players say you cant
cross over and have to move just two red spaces.The board looks aweful now. It started being ruined
in the 80s! Monica Tracey says 12252017 You can get any color to win the game but in the new
game my daughter lost directions and I just want to know if the x means move back a color and the
arrow means move up a color well the color that you have Betty Cowart says 05242017 We have the
new game with the spinner. What does the square with the x mean and how does the game end. We
have lost the instructions. Lisa says 03092017 Yes, if you get a single color in the rainbow, you win.
Yes, the instructions didnt explain this correctly. I had to search a bunch of sights to find this out.
Crystal says 03202016 If a space is occupied, can you jump to the next space of the same color. I lost
the instruction sheet to my Candy Land Item A4813 and I forgot if you can do this in this version.
Ceaser says 12182015 Ifnif you land on the x dosnt that mean you have to move one space back Jack
says 05192015 When you both land on the last square which is the rainbow, how do you determine
what color of spin allows you to enter the castle. Christine says 01262014 How does this game end
This is not a good way of teaching our kids to win the right way.What does it mean when it has an x
on the color you land on faith says 11232013 i forget how to play and i want to know and i also
queen frostine i i almost win at every game but i sometimes loose and that is not fair and
i.http://egicosolutions.com/userfiles/9870-john-deere-manual.xml

candyland game instruction manual, candyland game instruction manual pdf,
candyland game instruction manual download, candyland game instruction manual
free, candyland game instruction manual online.

just want to say thanks for making candyland Jamie says 10172013 I like playing this with my kids
and they love to make up their own rules every time we play. Their way of how to play Candyland
even changes during the game but they still have fun.Something is missing in the 2004 instructions.
Theres no way to end the game. Phyllis says 11152009 It says in the 2004 rules that the first person
to reach the multicolored rainbow space wins. How do you get to the multicolored rainbow space; is
there supposed to be a card for this or is it just any card that will win the game. It is among the first
board games played by American children as it requires no reading and minimal counting skills.The
board consists of a winding, linear track made of 134 spaces, most red, green, blue, yellow, orange
or violet. The remaining spaces are named locations such as Candy Cane Forest and Gum Drop
Mountain, or characters such as Queen Frostine and Gramma Nutt.Some cards have two marks of a
color, in which case the player moves his or her marker ahead to the secondnext space of that color.
The deck has one card for each named location, and drawing such a card moves a player directly to
that board location. This move can be either forward or backward in the classic game; backward
moves can be ignored for younger players in the 2004 version of the game.A player who lands on
such a space is stuck all cards are ignored until a card is drawn of the same color as the square. In
the 2004 version, dot spaces were replaced with licorice spaces that prompt the player landing on it
to simply lose his or her next turn.The 2004 version changed the last space to a rainbow space,
meaning it applies to any color drawn by a player, thus clarifying any remaining controversy about
how one exactly wins the game.Also, the dot spaces could force players to exhaust several turns
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without moving.For example, they market Candy Land puzzles, a travel version, a PC game, and a
handheld electronic
version.http://india4you.com/imartuserfiles/dirt-devil-jaguar-manual-bagless-upright.xml

Candy Land led the list for the 19401949 decade.The first dates from 1949. This version, and other
early versions, had only locations Molasses Swamp, Gumdrop Mountains, etc. and no characters.
The next version, as shown in a picture from the Elliott Avedon Museum, of a board copyright 1962,
shows a track layout different from the more recent versions. The next revision, from the 1980s and
1990s, has the characters such as Mr. Mint and Gramma Nutt, has the modern track layout, and
ends with a purple square. The rules specify that any card that would cause the player to advance
past the purple square wins the game, but a popular variation requires that the player land exactly
on it. In the most modern version, there is a rainbowstriped square at the end to make the official
rule visually explicit. The rules for the modern game also specify that a character card resulting in a
backward move can be ignored, resulting in a much shorter game if desired. Some of the characters
are renamed in the modern version; for example, Queen Frostine became Princess Frostine. Finally,
the classic Molasses Swamp was changed to Chocolate Swamp, presumably because the children of
2002 are more familiar with chocolate than molasses. The character Plumpy was removed in 2002
presumably due to his obesity.An animated 2005 feature Candy Land The Great Lollipop Adventure
was produced and later spawned a DVD game version of Candy Land.The GKTW Village is a
nonprofit resort in Kissimmee, Florida for children with lifethreatening illnesses and their families.
In this version, traditional Candy Land characters and locations were replaced with the venues and
characters of the Village. Characters like Mayor Clayton, Ms. Merry, and others are represented on
the board.The moves are wholly determined by the cards, which are drawn in order. The only
random chance element comes from each shuffling of the deck.

The theme included a colored pathway that mimicked the board for the game, several Candy Land
characters, and candythemed shelving and ceiling decorations. Dylans Candy Bar also in NYC owned
by Dylan Lauren daughter of Ralph Lauren was inspired by Candy Land to create her store the
characters from the game can be seen all around the store.An adult web content provider registered
candyland.com, and Hasbro objected. Hasbro was able to obtain an injunction against the use, and
changed the content appropriately after claiming ownership of the site.Etan Cohen, a writer on both
Madagascar Escape 2 Africa and Tropic Thunder, has been hired to write the screenplay. Kevin
Lima, of Enchanted, will direct.Includes the history and pictures of older versions.Includes a picture
of the classic board.Finds expected length of a 1 person game accurate to several hundred
digits.Results for Candy Land differ slightly from the analyses above. By using our site, you agree to
our cookie policy.Learn why people trust wikiHow To create this article, 59 people, some
anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time.The game is colorthemed and there is no
reading involved, which makes it a good game for young children. The rules are simple and easy to
learn, but you can also use slight variations to make the game easier or harder to play.Make sure
that you place the board somewhere that everyone can reach it.Make sure that all of the cards are
facing down so no player can see what they will pick up off the top of the deck.The game comes with
four gingerbread character pawns.Have all of the players announce their birthdays to determine
who is the youngest player. That player gets to go first and then play passes to the left.At the start of
your turn, draw a card and check to see what is on it. Each card will either have one color square,
two color squares, or a picture.There are two shortcuts on the board that will allow you to move
ahead faster if you land on one of these special spaces.

If you land on one of these spaces, follow the shortcut path upwards to the space above it. You may
not use a shortcut if you are just passing by it. There are three licorice spaces on the board. If you
land on one of these spaces, then you lose a turn. Keep in mind that you do not lose a turn if you are
just passing by a licorice space.The first player who reaches the multicolored rainbow space at the
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end of the board has made it to the candy castle.If you are playing with very young children, then
you can use a rule variation that allows players to discard any cards that would send them
backwards on the board.If you are playing with older children or adults, then you can use a rule
variation that allows players to draw two card per turn and choose which one to use. This variation
adds an element of strategy to the game play.If you land there, you must remain there for an extra
turn.Ive played many 15 minute games of Candy Land.Play resumes as normal after the single turn
is forfeited.To create this article, 59 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over
time. This article has been viewed 436,907 times.To play Candy Land, start by having each player
choose a gingerbread pawn to play with. The youngest player goes first. On your turn, draw a card
off the top of the deck. If the card has a single colored square, move your gingerbread pawn to the
next square in that color. If the card has 2 colored squares on it, move your pawn to the second next
square in that color. If the card has a picture on it, move your pawn forward or backward to the
nearest space with that same picture on it. After you move, the player to your left goes next. If you
land on either the Rainbow Trail or Gumdrop Pass spaces, move your space all the way to the other
end of the trail shortcut. If you land on one of the Licorice spaces, skip your next turn. The first
player to get all the way to the end of the board and land on the rainbow space in Candy Castle is
the winner.

For tips on using shortcuts and making the game easier for younger players, read on! I needed to
understand the rules more before I could do my project.My granddaughter and I had a blast with
this classic game.By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. I needed to
understand the rules more before I could do my project.My granddaughter and I had a blast with
this classic game.Please help us continue to provide you with our trusted howto guides and videos
for free by whitelisting wikiHow on your ad blocker. If you really can’t stand to see another ad again,
then please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Used Like NewPackaging
will be damaged.Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and
Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try again.Please try again.Please choose a
different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your
search again later.This retro edition of the classic game is a “sweet” way for young children to have
fun and learn at the same time. The adventure takes you on a wonderful journey, traveling past the
Crooked Old Peanut Brittle House, and Lollypop Woods until you eventually reach Home Sweet
Home. This collectible edition features the charming graphics of the 1967 edition and the iconic
gingerbread men. It’s a timeless edition for children of all ages with a sweet tooth for fun. Candy
Land and all related terms are trademarks of Hasbro.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. A few things you should know about this game.

Candy Land was originally a Milton Bradley game released in 1949. It was in 1984 that they were
bought out by Hasbro and made some modifications by updating the look, changing characters,
storylines, etc. And has since modified it further, as well as released variations and pop culture
specific versions. Whats remarkable about the history of this game is that it was originally designed
by a woman who was recovering from Polio, and were sequestered because of a severe polio
outbreak in the 40s. And many children had to sit in the hospital all day with nothing to do. So,
Eleanor Abbot, who was also recovering from polio, decided to make a game for these children to
have something to do while in the hospital. Something simple, that needed little to no instructions. It
was also designed with the purpose that the game did not need to end, or looped, so as to provide
longer periods of fun for the kids. And lastly, the very original edition of the game featured the boy
at the starting gate on the board with a brace on his leg, which is what many sufferers of polio wore
at the time. This has long been removed, but it was a nice gesture to include what the game



symbolized. Now this particular Retro version is based on the 1967 edition. It is not a replica. It only
based on it. So, with that, the board itself appears to be identical to the original 1967 version,
however, the gingerbread men, from what I am finding, are not from the original, but rather 3 boys
and 3 girls, standing with their foot extending. I give this game 4 stars because its a classic game for
children that remains, ultimately, the same game play with the colored squares, the candy story, and
the simple game play. So if you wanted identical, then this is not the one to get. But if you are with
some minor changes, then you should be happy with this.The only reason why Im rating this down a
bit is because the game pieces are disappointing. They constantly fall over.

It is especially frustrating for littler players. The pieces are also flat printed on plastic. The icing is
not raised like in the vintage set. I would still recommend buying this, but maybe purchase the
authentic vintage pieces elsewhere. It is still a fun game for the family. Ps. Ive added pictures
showing the included pieces on the left with the ones I purchased separately on the right. I forgot to
mention that the included pieces also are printed the same on both sides.Its a big upgrade from the
one you find at WalMart in the little box, but disappointing still.Much better made than the cheap
one. Much better made than the cheap one Walmart carries. Same size as the original one made
year ago.The width of the pieces are so narrow they fall over at the merest jostle of the board. God
save you if you are playing with an wiggly toddler. You will forever be picking up all the fallen
gingerbread men every 3 seconds. I finally broke down and glued on cardboard to the bottom for
stability. I appreciate the nostalgia factor but the game piece headache is nearly not worth it. I don’t
remember this issue with the game I had as a child.We have purchased many over the years and are
now on a new game. Used so often we had to repurchase and repurchase. Teaches game fun to
preschoolers and they learn to play game, colors, and counting. Add that to non electronic
participation by all in the family.Overall very happy with this buy. Have given a few as gifts as well
and theyve all been wellreceivedShe is young to understand the rules but as we help her along the
concept is simple and sweet. She loves holding the little gingerbread people and distributing the
reward cards. The game board is a bright retro picture of the Candyland world with fun sweets and
children playing. Games last approximately 10 minutes and can be played repeatedly. A fun gift for a
young family.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote.

Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with
thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try
again.Introduce new generations to this sweet kids board gameWhy dont we show the price Register
a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search
again later.Players choose their cards, move their pawns, and let their imaginations soar as they
make their way to the castle to win. For 2 to 4 players.Introduce new generations to this sweet kids
board gameThis adorable version of the classic Candy Land game features gingerbread men as
movers, colored cards, and fun illustrations that kids love, with different destinations like Cookie
Commons and the chunky Chocolate Mountain. Players choose their cards, move their pawns, and
let their imaginations soar as they make their way to the castle to win. For 2 to 4 players. Hasbro
Gaming and all related terms are trademarks of Hasbro.Captivated by the story of a kidnapped king
and eager to help find him, little ones move their gingerbread pawns along a rainbow path and
through a land of candy characters, all subjects of King Kandys realm. Playing cards thoughtfully
designed for nonreaders are coded with colorful squares matching the jeweled steppingstone path or
an occasional token matching one of the characters symbols draw a blue card, move to the nearest
blue steppingstone; draw a snowflake and earn a visit to Queen Frostines iceberg. There are
occasional pitfalls, too land on the wrong square and you might be stuck in Molasses Swamp until a
red card is drawn. With all these enticing, sugarcoated images and King Kandy plainly visible at
paths end, children cant help but be delighted by Candy Land. Its delicious! Instructions are in both



Spanish and English.

Candy Land is for two to four players Julie Ubben The game teaches color recognition and matching
while reinforcing the lesson of taking turns and being a gracious winner or loser. You will love to see
the smile on a young persons face as they travel through Candy Land. Includes four gingerbread
pawns, a gameboard, a card deck, and instructions in English and Spanish.An inner box has taped
corners. It has been played. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star,
we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and
if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please
try again later. mjc 1.0 out of 5 stars However, when I looked at the board, I was extremely
disappointed!! The snowflake princess looks like a beauty pagant contestant, and then there is the
licorice creepy, leering Spaniard really holding a snake! This board is sending very negative
messages to our little ones. Please beware!!!Candy Land is a great way to initiate family game night.
It’s fun to play this childhood game with my grandson to help reinforce his color knowledge, too. If
you have a highenergy kid, the thin cards will get creased and bent straight away, which is to be
expected with any game that uses cards rather than a spinner. No worries. It means your game is
getting plenty of use, which is the entire point, right. If price is more important to you than time,
shop around locally. It makes it difficult for beginners to distinguish the path from the other game
board illustrations. If this bothers you, too, try looking for the Retro Series Candy Land edition. Yes,
I’d buy Candy Land again, but I’d do a bit more checking on prices and different editions first.The
spaces are too small for the game pieces which is challenging for little hands with developing fine
motor skills and the graphics are way too busy which makes it hard for a child to easily follow the
path.

The recommended age range is 36, which I think was accurate for the original design, but it is
certainly not true now. I was very disappointed when I saw the game board and we no longer try to
play it because it is too frustrating for my daughter.I remember playing this with my children as an
early introduction to games that instilled fair play and how to win and lose graciously.My own
daughters had loved Candy Land, but I no longer had that version, so I decided to purchase a new
one. When I read some of the negative reviews of this version, I was a little hesitant and checked out
the reviews for the classic version. It sounded like the older version was poorly made thin cards,
playing pieces that broke easily, so I decided to go with Sweet Adventures. Yes, the board is a little
busy, but the path is clearly seen. The spaces on the path do seem smaller than I remember, but the
pieces fit on there and my granddaughter had no trouble placing her piece on the appropriate space.
The Ice Castle princess is no more provocative than Elsa, Jasmine, Belle in her ball gown,
Pocahontas, or any other more recent female Disney character. There was also a comment about
there being no point to the game because there is no winner, but I assume the winner, if that is
important to you, is the first player to reach the Castle. The bottom line for me was that my
granddaughter and I had fun playing the game together while she is learning basic skills, including
following directions and taking turns. She already knows colors, but this, too, is a skill that can be
developed if a child doesnt know them yet. There is no reading involved and counting only to two, so
it is a perfect game for her age group.I ended up with this versions and am happy with it. It has
cards and while some of the characters are different from what I remember, they are not dressed in
lingerie with lollipops over their breasts. My 4 year old lives this game and its a great introduction
into board games.

Taking turns, matching colors, following rules, and sometimes losing are all great skills he is
acquiring by playing this game.We tried to make them work, but they are hard to understand. This is
perfect because its simple and completely understandable for a younger child. The game is bright
and fun. It also takes me back to my childhood so theres some nostalgia. As an adult, its a game I
dont mind playing multiple times in a rowI enjoyed the optional game play they offer that each turn



you pick 2 cards and choose which one you want to use. It not only helped the game go faster if we
were in a bit of a rush, but it helped my daughter with developing logic and strategy skills. We
played the regular way as well and it is always exciting when someone gets a character card and
gets sent across the map. I highly recommend this game. The size was perfect and the colors bright
and attractive.I chose this version specifically because I wanted to use the cards instead of the
newer spinner and preferred this art. When I received it, I was horrified to see they sent me the
newer version the one I didnt want instead of what is pictured. My daughter likes pulling the spinner
apart but has not gotten the motion of spinning it down. So, even though weve had it since early
September, we havent been able to actually play a full game. To say Im heartbroken is an
understatement. I think I might have to have family in the States get me the REAL version of the
game so that my childhood is not destroyed any further. If you love the older versions of this game,
dont order this one. If youre willing to give the new version a try, look for where its listed. Its a fun
game thats great for color recognition, but I dont like false advertising.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Also, the actual board game is faulty as some of the coloured squares are
out of sync.I would have returned this game but since I bought it in October for Christmas I am out
of time.

Double check you get what you order. Bit of a con if you ask me.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Its a great boardgame for age 3 up to around age 8, with simple rules similar to
snakes and ladders,and easy understanding of ways to move forwards and back. The candland
graphics appeal to all children. Will encourage colour recognition and simple counting for very
young children, and is therefore the ideal first boardgame for 3 year olds.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again I received the updated simplified version that sells for less however I paid
for more. This item was a gift and now I have no option left but to accept it. The image shows the full
game however buyer beware that may not be what you receive.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again What arrived was the new version. Returning it. Buy at your own risk.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Appealing to very young kids34. Also can be creatively
combined with actualphysical sweet rewards as players reach important milestones along their
journey, for guaranteed satisfaction!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Only 6 in
pack. Nice colourful game. Easy for a 4 year old to play. Could do with a few more twists and turns
during play. The cards get damaged easy. Could have been more robust especially for price. Board is
good quality.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I think 3 is a good age to start.
The older kids make up some of their own rules to add variation.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It was a pleasure to play with
them.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Very let downSorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. If you
dont know how to play this game, the following article will explain the rules and directions on how to
play Candy Land.If you don’t know how to play this game, the following article will explain the rules
and directions on how to play Candy Land. Or you can always remove that card from the pack of
cards before you shuffle them. With only one rule to know, play by turn unless you have to skip one
and have some fun. Well, were looking for good writers who want to spread the word. Get in touch
with us and well talk. It teaches color identification, matching of colors, decision making, turn
taking, and tests motor skills, viz., picking up the gingerbread pawn and placing it on the right color
block. Make place to keep the discarded card pile. Move only in the direction of the signposts, unless
the Picture Card directs you to move backward. Weve created informative articles that you can come
back to again and again when you have questions or want to learn more! Well assume youre ok with
this, but you can optout if you wish.Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as



necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of
the website. We also use thirdparty cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to optout of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. It is
mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.

Her most successful idea became Candy Land, a game many people remember fondly as the first
board game they ever played. Eager players travel along the rainbowcolored trail, past the
Peppermint Stick Forest and the Gumdrop Mountain, navigating impediments like the Molasses
Swamp and the Ice Cream Floats. Delightful sweet treats decorate the playing board. Wooden
playing pieces were used in the past, but today gingerbread men are the games markers. Drawing
simple color cards, players advance to squares of the same color, and the winner is the one who
reaches the Candy Castle first. Designed for preschoolers ages three to six, Candy Land encourages
socialization in playing with others, patience in waiting for one’s turn, and practice in recognizing
colors, learning rules, and following directions. Today, along with the standard edition, the game is
available in CDROM, as a handheld electronic game, and in special character editions. It is also
produced in a StepaTune edition featuring an oversize board and audio contributions from Grandma
Nut, Mr. Mint, and Princess Lolly. For other uses, see Candyland disambiguation. The game requires
no reading and minimal counting skills, making it suitable for young children. Due to the design of
the game, there is no strategy involved players are never required to make choices, just follow
directions. The winner is predetermined by the shuffle of the cards.The board consists of a winding,
linear track made of 134 spaces, most red, green, blue, yellow, orange or purple. The remaining pink
spaces are named locations such as Candy Cane Forest and Gumdrop Mountain, or characters such
as Queen Frostine and Gramma Nutt.Some cards have two marks of a color, in which case the player
moves the marker ahead to the secondnext space of that color. The deck has one card for each
named location, and drawing such a card moves a player directly to that board location.


